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March 1, 2017

Dear Subrman,

The new research is received and will be evaluated.

You will receive a final decision within 15 business days.

Best regards,

Journal Editorial Team

Dear Editor of JEP,

Hereby I submit the manuscript for publication in the Journal of Education and Social Policy.

Thank you.

Thank you for your response. Thank you! Thank you for the update.

Subrman
Re: manuscript submission

ISTE Journal of Education and Practice - IJP


Dear Submissions, A.Ayub, Herma Devi Supak

It's my pleasure to inform you that, after the peer review, your paper,

"Problems in Learning of Electronic Filing at Vocational School in Yogyakarta Special Region, Indonesia"

has been accepted for publication in the Journal of Education and Practice, ISJP! Page-232 (2TS-2B) Online-2022 2801.

If you would like to publish your article, we will send you the final publication package electronically by February 28, 2020. You can then submit the final version of your paper online for publication.

If you are unable to meet the deadline for February's edition, we will still accept the manuscript if you send it in a single PDF file by March 28, 2020. Some important questions, such as authorship and final copy editing will be handled by our editorial team.

We are currently piloting the use of an online submission system, which will allow you to track the status of your submission and provide feedback. Please visit our website for more information.

Publication Package Instruction: The final version of your paper will be published in the next issue of the Journal of Education and Practice. You will receive an email notification of publication and instructions for online submission.

Thanks for your efforts and look forward to hearing from you.

Editorial Team

Copyright © 2014 International Institute for Science, Technology and Education. All rights reserved. You are receiving this email because you are an author of this journal.

We require that all authors sign a license agreement before publication. You can find more information about this agreement on our website.

This is an email from IAEI and may contain material that is confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, please do not distribute it or disclose the contents. If you have received this e-mail in error, please reply with "Remove" to the subject line, or use the unsubscribe feature on our website.
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De: IAEI Journal of Education and Practice - IJP


Dear Editor of IEP,

Hereby I submit the manuscript for publication in the Journal of Education and Social Policy.

Thank you.

---

---
Re: manuscript submission

Salman ulimmar
salmanulimmar@gmail.com
vareta@ITSI journal

Dear Editorial Team,

Thank you so much.
I will re-submit before February 20

2017-02-14 16:08:47 IST Journal of Education and Practice - JEP (Paper) [2017-02-14 IST] [Online] [2017-02-14]

Dear Author:

It is my pleasure to inform you that, after the peer review of your paper,

PROBLEMS IN LEARNING OF ELECTRONIC PLUG AT VOCATIONAL SCHOOL IN YOGYAKARTA SPECIAL REGION INDONESIA

has been accepted with Journal of Education and Practice, JEP (Paper) [2017-02-14 IST] [Online] [2017-02-14].

If you would like to publish your article on the Internet, please re-submit your complete publication package by directly notifying the acceptance email before February 20.

If you cannot meet the deadline before February 20, we will publish it in the next issue:

March 20, 2017. You can send me the files once they are ready.

Please read the attached Acceptance letter and Publication Package template carefully to prepare your files for publication.

You can find a FAQ section in the Publication Package template.pdf to clarify some of the important questions, such as scheduling and final copy submission.

Thanks for the efforts and I look forward to hearing from you.

Editorial Team
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Copyright © 2017 International Institute for Science, Technology and Education. All rights reserved. You are receiving this email because you are an author of the JEP Journal:

The mailing address is: International Institute for Science, Technology and Education, 24 W 14th Street, New York, New York 10011.

This is an email strictly prepared based on the guidelines of the OA/IFACD of 2017. If you do not receive any email from us to your email address, please notify us after a week.

The information contained in this communication, and the information that it contains, is (is) intended for the person(s) or organisation(s) named above and should be treated as strictly confidential. Any unauthorised use, copying or disclosure of any of it is unfair. If you have received this communication in error, please contact us immediately by email, telephone or facsimile.
Re: manuscript submission

Zalman Sutisno
zalsutisno@gmail.com

Dear Sir,

Herewith, I submit the final article, copyright agreement, and publication charge receipt.

Paper shipping address:
Sutisno
Faculty of Electronics, Universitas Negeri Yogyakarta
1 Kompleks Universitas, Yogyakarta, Indonesia. Postal Code: 55281

Thank you

Regards,

Zalman Sutisno


Dear Sutisno,

Mahyuddin; Herman Djajangno,

It’s my pleasure to inform you that, after the peer review, your paper,

PROBLEMS IN LEARNING OF ELECTRONIC FILING AT VOCATIONAL SCHOOL IN YOGYAKARTA SPECIAL REGION, INDONESIA

has been ACCEPTED with Journal of Education and Practice, Volume 03, Issue 01 (February 2011) (Online ISSN: 2186-8539) (Online ISSN: 2186-8539)

- If you would like to publish your article online/in print in issue of February 2011, please re-submit your complete publication package by directly notifying this acceptance email before February 26, if you cannot meet the deadline for February edition, we will publish it in editions later (such as March 31, 2011), you can send me the file once they are ready.

- Please read the attached Acceptance letter and Publication Package Notice carefully to prepare your files for publication.

- You can find in the Package Notice section of the Publication Package Notice.pdf to clarify some of the important questions, such as scheduling and hard copies shipping.

Thanks for the efforts and I look forward to hearing from you.

--

Editorial Team

- Copyright © 2011 International Institute for Science, Technology and Education, All rights reserved. You are receiving this email because you are an author or an JISTE

- Our mailing address is: International Institute for Science, Technology and Education, c/o 24-Hour, Hudson Street, 21st Floor, Jersey City, New Jersey, 07312

- This is an email strictly prepared based on the guidelines of CAN-SPAM act of 2003. We have clearly mentioned the source email of this email, also clearly mentioned the subject lines. If you don’t want to receive any email from us in future, please reply with “Remove” in the subject line, or use the unsubscribe function on our website. Thank you.

- CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: The communication and the information that it contains, is intended for the person(s) or organization(s) named above or their agents and for no other person or organization and (ii) might be confidential, legally privileged and protected by law. Unauthorized use, copying or disclosure of this email or any part of it or any of the information that it contains, is strictly prohibited. Any unauthorized use or disclosure is void and shall result in legal actions.
Re: manuscript submission

Kotak Masuk x

ISTE-Journal of Education and Practice (347tide.org)
reposts reply

lagos > Indonesia > Tejournahar pucan

Dear author,

Thanks for the documents.

To be published on the last day of the month. Please keep an eye on the journal's homepage. (Please note we may locate in different time zones. Therefore, you may wait for some days to view the articles on that day).

You will receive a separate notification email within 2 days after the publication of the article.

Editor

De Tue, 14 Feb 2017 at 12:30:PM; subhan salman *subhan@email.com* writes:

Dear Editor,

Herewith is attached the final article, copyright agreement, and publication charge receipt

Paper shipping address:

Subhan

Faculty of Economics, Universitas PGRI Yogyakarta

1 Columbia Street, Kramatjati, Yogyakarta, Indonesia. Postal Code: 55201

Thank you

Regards,

2017/02/14 14:46:45 ISTE-Journal of Education and Practice (347tide.org)

Dear Subhan: Mulyadi, Herman Deddy Sujoyo,

It's my pleasure to inform you that, after the peer review, your paper,

PROBLEMS IN LEARNING OF ELECTRONICS FILING AT VOCATIONAL SCHOOL IN YOGYAKARTA SPECIAL REGION, INDONESIA

has been ACCEPTED with Journal of Education and Practice, ISSN (Paper):2221-1756, (Online):2222-6801.

If you would like to publish your article online, we will issue on February 28, please re-submit your complete publication package by directly replying to this acceptance email before February 28.

If you cannot meet the deadline for February edition, we will publish your article first edition (such as March 31, 2017). You can send me the files once they are ready.

Please read the attached Acceptance Letter and Publication Package Instruction carefully to prepare your files for publication.

You can find the ESS website is the Declaration, Publication, and Access. After you complete the entire process, please send your finalized documents.